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Hybrid Cadastre Frequently Asked Questions 

NOTE: For the purposes of these FAQs, when reference is made to Alberta 

Environment and Parks (AEP) and/or the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) for 

plan registration (filing) purposes, the intent is to mean both AEP and AER.  

General Information 

1. Where can I download the latest Hybrid Cadastre Standards and related documents? Whom should I contact

regarding questions about the Hybrid Cadastre Standards?

The latest Hybrid Cadastre Standards (HCS) and related documents can be downloaded from the Alberta 

Environment and Parks (AEP) website. For specific questions regarding the HCS not addressed in these 

FAQs, contact the Director of Surveys (DOS) Office at:  

 Hybrid.Cadastre@gov.ab.ca

2. Do the Surveys Act and the Alberta Land Surveyors’ Association (ALSA) Manual of Standard Practice (MSP)

govern the Hybrid Cadastre plans?

Yes, the Surveys Act prevails in all circumstances and the ALSA MSP does influence Hybrid Cadastre plans. 

However, under section 1.4 of the HCS, it is clarified that:  

In the event of a conflict between the Alberta Land Surveyors' Association (ALSA) Manual of Standard 

Practice and the Hybrid Cadastre Standards, these Hybrid Cadastre Standards shall prevail. 

3. Which dispositions are included/ acceptable under the Hybrid Cadastre?

The Hybrid Cadastre applies to public land disposition surveys on surveyed and unsurveyed Crown lands as 

specified in the AER/AEP PLAR Tables encompassing new applications, renewals and amendments issued 

by the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) and AEP. 

 Public Lands Administration Regulation - AER/AEP PLAR Tables

4. Does the Hybrid Cadastre include patented provincial Crown lands where the owner is Her Majesty the

Queen in Right of Alberta?

Yes, AER and AEP issue dispositions on all titled land where the owner is shown as Her Majesty the Queen 

in Right of Alberta as represented by the Ministry of Environment and Parks and its predecessors or 

successors. If the title is held by any other Ministry such as Alberta Transportation or Infrastructure etc., the 

land is not deemed to be Public Lands and thus the Hybrid Cadastre cannot be used. 

5. Do I need to follow the same procedure for submitting Hybrid Cadastre plans as conventional survey plans for

surface activity applications in public land?

mailto:Hybrid.Cadastre@gov.ab.ca
http://aep.alberta.ca/land/public-lands-administration-regulation/default.aspx
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Yes, the procedure for submitting the Hybrid Cadastre plans is the same as when submitting the conventional 

survey plans for surface activity applications in public land. A Hybrid Cadastre plan is essentially equivalent to 

any other disposition survey plan. Hybrid Cadastre survey plans for surface activities in public land are 

submitted to the secure Plan Confirmation Service (PCS) website for metadata input, virus checking, level 

checking, zipping and encrypting, prior to submitting to AER/AEP through the Electronic Disposition System 

(EDS). 

 Application Stage, Final Stage, Renewals and Amendments 

6. My client went with a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan at the application stage for a surface activity disposition

application on public land under EAP. As an Alberta Land Surveyor (ALS), do I need to submit another Hybrid

Cadastre survey plan for the final stage? Can I use a Land Surveyor’s Statutory Declaration if nothing has

changed on ground since the application stage?

If your client goes with a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan at the Application stage, then before the four-year 

short-term disposition time limit is up they can simply ask you (i.e., the ALS) to do an Alberta Land Surveyor’s 

Statutory Declaration stating that nothing has changed on the ground since the application stage (if that is the 

case). This is no different than where a conventional survey plan is used at the application stage and then 

confirmed via the Alberta Land Surveyor’s Statutory Declaration at the Final stage. 

 Alberta Land Surveyor’s Statutory Declaration

7. What if the client went with a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan at the Application Stage under EAP and something

has changed? What is the process then? Can Hybrid Cadastre plan be amended? Can I prepare a

conventional survey plan for amendment? As an Alberta Land Surveyor (ALS), what needs to be done on my

part?

If the client went with a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan at the Application Stage and the plan has been filed with 

AER/AEP, then the client is required to apply for an amendment of the disposition and you are required to 

prepare a survey plan showing the amended disposition boundaries. This is no different than what is done 

with conventional survey plans.  

The Director of Surveys is collaborating with Alberta Land Surveyors Association in developing survey 

standards for amending existing disposition surveys. At this stage, you are expected to follow the 

conventional survey practices. Treat every Establishment Coordinate (EC) as original undisturbed monument 

and every RC as a re-established monument, and proceed accordingly. If the surveyor desires to replace the 

EC with a Statutory Iron Post (IP) it must be preceded by statutory declaration (Appendix B – Statutory 

Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions) prior to amendment plan 

submission.  

 Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate

Positions

If, through the amendment process, a surveyor decides to replace a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan with a 

conventional survey plan, then the surveyor is not required to replace all the Hybrid Cadastre survey plan 

governing coordinates with Iron Posts, but additional survey posts can be placed. In the end, enough 

monuments will need to be placed to adequately define the boundary.    

http://aep.alberta.ca/land/director-of-surveys/documents/DirectorSurveysActPolicyFinal-Feb2011.pdf
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8. My client went with a Sketch Plan at the application stage for a surface activity disposition application on

public land under EAP. As an Alberta Land Surveyor (ALS), can I submit a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan for

the final stage?

If your client goes with a Sketch Plan at the Application Stage, then before the four-year short-term disposition 

time limit is up they can ask you (i.e., the ALS) to submit either a conventional disposition survey plan or a 

Hybrid Cadastre survey plan. Using a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan at the final stage in place of a formal as-

built survey plan is acceptable. 

9. Under the Hybrid Cadastre, do I need to submit a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan with the disposition renewal

application? In the case of changed disposition extent (location, shape or size?), can I submit a Hybrid

Cadastre survey plan for amendment application?

In the case of a renewal, and if the disposition has a survey plan on file, there is no need to  submit a second 

plan (either a conventional survey plan or a Hybrid Cadastre plan) with the disposition renewal application. 

Since it’s a renewal, the assumption is that nothing has changed and you only need to file the Alberta Land 

Surveyor’s Statutory Declaration stating that the disposition was constructed within the survey plan 

boundaries since the application stage. Submitting a second plan for renewal is tantamount to creating double 

monumentation and is unacceptable. 

 Alberta Land Surveyor’s Statutory Declaration

As noted on the Disposition Renewal Application, if something has changed, then either an amendment 

(survey) has to be done or a request has to be made to cancel the disposition along with the reclamation 

certificate/clearance certificate etc. An amendment can be done via a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan or a 

conventional survey plan, whichever is more expedient.  

Monumenting Establishment Coordinate Positions 

10. When do I need to submit the ‘Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre

Establishment Coordinate Positions’ provided in the Hybrid Cadastre Standards document?

As an ALS, you are required to submit the ‘Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid 

Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions’ when a monument replaces a position currently governed by 

an Establishment Coordinate (EC). See section 3 of the HCS for further information.  

An EC governs a position until such time as an ALS replaces it with a conventional monument and submits 

the ‘Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate 

Positions’ form and its change of status is reflected in the AEP/DOS online database. 

 Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate

Positions

In the case of a conventional survey, an EC can be replaced by a statutory iron post established on a Hybrid 

Cadastre survey plan provided Appendix B is submitted. Since the governing coordinate prevails in 

perpetuity, placing a new monument without submission of Appendix B will create a double monumentation. 

11. Who can replace the Establishment Coordinates (EC) with governing monuments? What is the procedure and

what sort of documentation is required? Is there a requirement to submit an updated plan showing new

monuments?

http://aep.alberta.ca/land/director-of-surveys/documents/DirectorSurveysActPolicyFinal-Feb2011.pdf
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Only an ALS can replace the ECs with governing monuments. Once monuments have been physically placed 

in the field at positions governed by the EC’s, the ALS is then required to submit the ‘Appendix B – Statutory 

Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions’ provided in the Hybrid 

Cadastre Standard. The Appendix B must be submitted to the Director of Surveys Office at:  

 Hybrid.Cadastre@gov.ab.ca

12. In the Hybrid Cadastre Standards under Section (iii) in ‘Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting

Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions’ form, do I need to mention the SRD (AEP)/AER plan

#_____ or the activity/disposition number such as an MSL# or LOC#?

The activity numbers are associated with dispositions and are sometimes referred to as disposition numbers 

such as an MSL# XXXXX or LOC# XXXXXX. Disposition documents do not create or govern boundaries; they 

are simply indicative of the ‘rights’ and ‘responsibilities’ of the disposition holder. Conversely, Hybrid Cadastre 

survey plans facilitate creation of governing coordinates. Therefore, when replacing the ECs with governing 

monuments, a reference to the SRD (AEP) /AER plan # ______ is required under section (iii) in ‘Appendix B – 

Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions’ form. 

13. Can the Establishment Coordinates (ECs) be replaced with monuments only by way of submission of

‘Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions’

form?

Yes, the ECs can only be replaced with monuments by way of the ‘Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for 

Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions’. Once the monuments have been 

physically placed in the field at positions governed by the ECs, an ALS is then required to submit the 

Appendix B form to the Director of Surveys Office at:  

 Hybrid.Cadastre@gov.ab.ca

Appendix B can be found at: 

 Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate

Positions

14. Would there be a requirement to monument all Establishment Coordinates (EC’s) when public land is

transferred to private ownership?

No, as stated in section 3.7, the ECs shall continue to govern until replaced with a statutory iron post.

15. According to Section 3.2 of the Hybrid Cadastre Standards – “Unlike a survey monument, an Establishment

Coordinate can never be lost, but can lose its governing status upon replacement with a statutory iron post”.

What if this monument is lost? In that case, would the position be determined by the original Establishment

Coordinate or the Re-establishment Coordinate for that monument?

When an EC is replaced with a monument, the EC loses it governing status and the monument governs that 

position thereafter. If this monument is lost, then that position will be determined by treating the lost 

monument no different than a conventional re-establishment and applying the ‘hierarchy of evidence’. Of note, 

if the new plan is a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan then it is permissible to have a Re-establishment Coordinate 

mailto:Hybrid.Cadastre@gov.ab.ca
mailto:Hybrid.Cadastre@gov.ab.ca
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(RC) for the monument. Replacing an EC incorrectly or out of tolerance will be treated as a survey error and a 

false declaration under oath. 

Hybrid Cadastre Database 

16. According to Section 3.7 of the Hybrid Cadastre Standards – “AEP will maintain a public, online database

which tracks governing Establishment Coordinates and monuments superseding them.” Where can I access

the online database? Which file formats are available for download?

The online database can be accessed at the following web link: 

 ftp://ftp.env.gov.ab.ca/pub/DOS/Hybrid_Cadastre/DoS_Database_on_Changing_EC_Status_(Hybrid%20

Cadastre).pdf

This is a work in progress. Currently it contains an inventory of filed Appendix B documents showing which 

monuments that were previously defined by an EC that are now defined by an IP. In the future, ALS’ will be 

able to access the database for performing searches and downloading the EC/IP information. The online 

database for ECs will also allow for efficient and effective retracement of coordinated positions for future work. 

The file with the information about ECs/IPs can be downloaded in a pdf file format from the existing online 

database. The ECs are only available in UTM NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch 2002 coordinates. 

17. Would the online database address issues with duplicate Establishment Coordinates? In the online database,

will there be a note/warning in ‘point description’ mentioning that the particular Establishment Coordinate no

longer governs and has been replaced with a monument? Will such historical Establishment Coordinates be

still made available for download via the online database?

There won’t be any duplicate ECs in the online database. This issue will be addressed on priority when the 

database is being developed and tested. Yes, there will be a note in the ‘point description’ column mentioning 

that the particular EC no longer governs the position and that it has been replaced with a monument. Yes, the 

historical EC’s will still be available for download via the online database. Regardless, the historical EC value 

will always be available via the original plan. 

Geo-referencing 

18. Would CBN pillars and wellsite traverse monuments be acceptable as geo-reference points? Can existing iron

spikes, re-bars or iron bars with Observed Coordinates from previous Hybrid Cadastre Plans be used as the

geo-referencing monuments on new Hybrid Cadastre Plans?

Yes, Canadian Base Network (CBN) pillars are acceptable as geo-reference points. According to section 6.3 

of the HCS, “geo-referenced points must be found or placed statutory iron posts, standard post/brass cap or 

appropriate Alberta Survey Control Markers (ASCMs), including Canadian Base Network (CBN) pillars.”  

Note that some well site traverse monuments are iron spikes. According to Section 1(p) of the Surveys Act – 

a “monument” means a brass tablet, iron post, wooden post, mound, pit or trench, or anything else used by a 

surveyor to mark a boundary, corner or line. An iron spike or an iron bar is deemed to be a ‘monument’ within 

this definition. However, in the Hybrid Cadastre regime, the use of spikes or bars is not allowed and only 

standard iron posts or coordinates (Establishment or Re-establishment) are (See section 3.2 of the HCS). 

ftp://ftp.env.gov.ab.ca/pub/DOS/
ftp://ftp.env.gov.ab.ca/pub/DOS/
ftp://ftp.env.gov.ab.ca/pub/DOS/
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Also, note that existing iron spikes, re-bar or iron bars with Observed Coordinates (OC) from existing Hybrid 

Cadastre Plans cannot be used as the geo-referencing monuments on new Hybrid Cadastre Plans. 

19. According to Section 6 of Hybrid Cadastre Standards for geo-referencing – “Acceptable methodology includes

use of the Natural Resources Canada Precise Point Positioning (NRCAN PPP) service, ties to provincially

integrated GNSS base stations, and ties to appropriate ASCMs.” Which stations are included in the list of

provincially integrated GNSS base stations? Which ASCMs are being referred to as appropriate ASCMs?

Alberta Survey Control Markers (ASCMs) which are part of the NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch 2002 subset list are 

being referred to as “appropriate ASCMs”. The subset list is available for download from the Director of 

Surveys webpage on the AEP website. The subset data is downloaded in xls spreadsheet format under the 

‘NAD83 (CSRS) Subset Data’ product tab from the web link ASCMs NAD83 (CSRS) Subset Data. This listing 

includes provincially integrated GNSS base stations. 

 Geodetic Control Unit - ASCMs NAD83 (CSRS) Subset Data

20. What is the reason for only allowing NAD83 (CSRS) as the reference datum for Hybrid Cadastre plans, and

not NAD83 (Original)? Which epoch should be used for NAD83 (CSRS) datum in Alberta?

The reason for selection of NAD83 (CSRS) as the datum to which Hybrid Cadastre plans are to be referenced 

is that it has the necessary inherent accuracy to support surveys conducted via GNSS where as 

NAD83(Original) may or may not, depending on the location in Alberta. In addition, NRCAN’s Precise Point 

Positioning (PPP) service is consistent with NAD83 (CSRS) and specifically Epoch 2002 which is the current 

implemented derivation of NAD83 (CSRS) in Alberta. Again, Epoch 2002 must be the version used for the 

NAD83 (CSRS) datum in Alberta. 

21. Can we use coordinate systems other than the UTM for Hybrid Cadastre plans? What about 10TM or 3TM

coordinate systems? Would there be separate online databases for each coordinate system?

Section 4 of the HCS states that the mapping projection must be UTM and must be reflected in the plan 

legend only. The use of 10TM and 3TM coordinates for Hybrid Cadastre Plans is no longer permitted.  Yes, 

the ECs will be provided in NAD83 CSRS (Epoch 2002) as governing coordinates, online transformations will 

be available to convert in selected projections/ datums. 

22. Is it mandatory to show the reference frame “NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch2002” in the Table of Coordinates even

though it has been already mentioned in the plan legend?

No, it is not acceptable to show the reference frame “NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch2002” in the Table of 

Coordinates.  The Legend is the only place it must be shown and nowhere else. The mapping projection and 

zone number “UTM Zone XX” must only be shown in the legend. Refer to section 5.2 of HCS for further 

information. Reflecting this statement at multiple places may lead to errors that result in plan resubmission. 

23. When would all ASCM cards be updated with NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch 2002 published coordinates? In the

meantime, would it be acceptable to show the NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch 2002 Observed Coordinates (OC) for

ASCMs shown on Hybrid Cadastre Plans?

The anticipated date when all ASCM cards will be updated with NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch 2002 published 

coordinates is not known yet. Yes, it is acceptable to show NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch 2002 Observed 

http://aep.alberta.ca/land/director-of-surveys/geodetic-control-unit.aspx
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Coordinates (OC) for ASCMs on Hybrid Cadastre Plans if published NAD83 (CSRS) Epoch 2002 coordinates 

don’t already exist. 

Plan Standards 

24. In case some monuments are found or placed after the drafting has been completed, can a suffix be added to

the existing point numbers in the Table of Coordinates for the new points without having to renumber and re-

order the entire table and plan?

No, a suffix (or prefix) is not to be added to the existing point numbers in the Table of Coordinates for the new 

points. Please see section 5.5 HCS for information regarding ‘Incremental Point Numbering’. 

25. What is the difference between a LiDAR plan and a Hybrid Cadastre plan? Is a LiDAR plan acceptable when

submitting a final plan?

A LiDAR plan is a plan prepared by an ALS that uses LiDAR remotely sensed data for the corner elevations 

required for well licensing and calculates the disposition corners in relation to evidence that has been tied in. 

It does not create boundaries and as such is deemed to be a sketch plan.  

Conversely, a Hybrid Cadastre plan is a plan of survey prepared by an ALS in which the positions of the 

boundaries are determined by a blend of monuments in the ground and coordinates referenced to a network 

of control points of defined datum and projection and creates governing boundaries.  

26. Can I use the Hybrid Cadastre for surveying and completing a final disposition survey plan that shares a

common boundary between crown land and private land? What Coordinate Type shall be used for the metes

and bounds description corners?

Yes, it is acceptable to use the Hybrid Cadastre for surveying and completing a disposition survey plan that 

shares a common boundary between crown land and private land. The key in this case is the accurate 

retracement of the common boundary. It is also recommended to monument the common boundary to avoid 

any boundary uncertainty(s) in the future.  

ECs govern public land disposition boundaries, but they do not govern private land boundaries. Note that 

survey plans to be registered at the Land Titles Office must be consistent with the Land Titles Act, the 

Surveys Act, and the Land Titles Procedures Manual.  

27. Under the Hybrid Cadastre regime, do I need to place intersection points where a new disposition is

intersecting existing disposition? What Coordinate Type shall be used for the intersection points in the Hybrid

Cadastre survey plan?

See section 5.14 HCS for more information on intersections. 

Intersections with surveyed boundaries are required under Section 45(1)(a)(ii) of the Surveys Act.  Surveyed 

boundaries are defined by placing monuments at the locations specified within the Act. While Section 1(p) of 

the act defines a ‘monument’, it does not discriminate between them.  Regardless of the monument type used 

in the previous survey (i.e., iron spikes, iron bars, statutory iron post, or ‘anything else used by a surveyor to 

mark a boundary’) intersections with monumented boundaries are required pursuant to the Act. 
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Customarily, for disposition surveys, when the previous boundaries are defined by anything other than 

statutory iron posts, it has been standard practice to ignore them as surveyed lines and not make 

intersections. It is noted that Part C, Section 3.4 of the ALSA MSP is specific about intersections for surveyed 

boundaries established by statutory iron posts, but is mute on what to do when boundaries are not defined by 

anything other than statutory iron posts. 

In order to be compliant with the Surveys Act, intersections shall be made with all previously surveyed 

boundaries, irrespective of the monument type used.   

28. I am working on a Hybrid Cadastre plan for a public land disposition that intersects or parallels dispositions

defined by Part 2 and Part 3 monuments. Do I need to tie-in all existing Part 2 and Part 3 monuments to

determine/establish the intersecting boundaries?

Yes, you need to tie-in all existing Part 2 and Part 3 monuments necessary to determine/establish the 

boundary that your disposition is intersecting or paralleling. A Hybrid Cadastre Plan is essentially equivalent 

to a conventional plan of survey; the main difference is the fact that a coordinate can govern in place of a 

monument. Therefore, any existing boundary that you are intersecting or paralleling with your disposition must 

be established correctly by finding the monuments or re-establishing the monuments from the best available 

evidence.  

29. For coincident/common boundaries between two dispositions, do I need to tie-in all monuments of the existing

disposition? What if, the existing disposition was done via Hybrid Cadastre?

In case of common boundaries between two dispositions, sufficient monuments must be tied-in around the 

existing disposition in order to accurately establish the common boundary and ensure that it is coincident. If 

the existing disposition survey plan was done via Hybrid Cadastre, then see FAQ 32 below for further 

information. 

30. In case of intersecting or coincident boundaries with lost Part 2 or Part 3 monuments, do I need to physically

re-establish the lost monuments? Is it acceptable to use Re-establishment Coordinates (RC) instead of

physically re-establishing the lost Part 2 and Part 3 monuments?

See section 3.3 and 3.4 in HCS for information on re-establishing Part 2 and Part 3 monuments. 

If the monument(s) are lost, a Part 2 monument must be re-established physically (i.e., monumenting), and a 

Part 3 monument may be re-established either monumenting or with an RC.  

31. How are the monuments placed during a survey for defining boundaries of a parcel or for geo-referencing

purposes referred to as or classified as? Do we show them as Establishment Coordinates (EC) or Observed

Coordinates (OC) in the Table of Coordinates?

Under section 3.1 of the HCS, it is stated that “Monuments and coordinates co-exist in a Hybrid Cadastre. At 

any instant either a coordinate or a monument shall govern a position, but not both.” Therefore, monuments 

placed during a survey for defining boundaries of a parcel or for geo-referencing purposes govern the position 

rather than the coordinates shown in the Table of Coordinates. The coordinates shown in the Table of 

Coordinates must be called Observed Coordinates (OC) as they don’t have any governing status. 

32. In case a new disposition done via a Hybrid Cadastre plan is abutting an existing disposition also done via

Hybrid Cadastre plan, how shall we describe/show the Establishment Coordinates (EC) along the common
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boundary in the Table of Coordinates? What is the standard for showing the Point Description for such 

Establishment Coordinates (EC)?  

If you are abutting an existing Hybrid Cadastre survey plan (i.e., Plan #1) with a new Hybrid Cadastre survey 

plan (i.e., Plan #2), the coordinates that define the common boundary will be treated such that ECs shown on 

Plan #1will be the coordinates that define the common boundary between Plan #1 and Plan #2. The EC Point 

Description on Plan #2 must be uniquely identified in the Table of Coordinates with the original point number, 

original disposition number, and the hybrid cadastre plan number (AEP/AER plan number) from Plan #1 and 

the version date. 

The following is an example of the Table of Coordinates for a new Hybrid Cadastre survey plan (Plan #2) that 

abuts and existing Hybrid Cadastre survey plan (Plan #1). 

Example: 

The Point Description above shows that the ECs are from an existing Hybrid Cadastre survey plan (Plan #1). 

Any future users of the new Hybrid Cadastre survey plan (Plan #2) can make the connection between point 

numbers 1 and 2 (Plan #2) and the corresponding point numbers from the existing Hybrid Cadastre Plan 

(point numbers 38 and 39 in this example) on Plan #1. 

The important thing to note here is that the coordinates of the previously established EC points from the 

existing Hybrid Cadastre plan (Plan #1) won’t be shown on the new Hybrid Cadastre plan (Plan #2). This 

maintains the consistency of the governing EC coordinates. If a new point number or a new coordinate value 

is assigned to the existing EC, it is equivalent to creating a double monumentation situation. Thus, re-typing 

the old EC value in the Table of Coordinates of the new Hybrid Cadastre survey plan must be avoided at all 

costs. 

33. Under the Hybrid Cadastre, what if a new lease is surveyed abutting an existing disposition surveyed with a

Hybrid Cadastre plan? Can the EC’s on the common boundary be replaced with monuments? What sort of

documentation is required to do so?

In the case where a new disposition is surveyed with a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan abutting, paralleling or 

intersecting an existing disposition also surveyed as a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan, the surveyor can either 

cross-reference the existing EC(s) as noted in FAQ 32 above or the surveyor can place IP(s) at the EC 

locations. There is no requirement to replace an existing hybrid corner with a physical monument. 

Note that if a surveyor decides to replace the EC(s) with IP(s), then he/she is required to submit the ‘Appendix 

B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate Positions’ form. This 

form is required when a monument replaces a position governed by an EC. See Section 3 of the HCS and 

FAQ 10 for further information. 

Point 
Number 

Northing Easting 
Coordinate 

Type 
Point Description 

1 Leave blank  Leave blank EC 
EC point #38 from MSL15XXXX,   

Plan #142XXX MS Dated dd/mm/yy 

2  Leave blank  Leave blank EC 
EC point #39 from MSL15XXXX,   

Plan # 142XXX MS  Dated dd/mm/yy 
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 Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre Establishment Coordinate

Positions

34. I have a conventional as-built pipeline right-of-way survey plan crossing a hybrid plan. My conventional plan is

crossing the hybrid between EC points XX and YY.  My questions are:   do I need to post this intersection?  If

so how do I show points XX and YY on our conventional survey? Is there any other information about

crossing a hybrid boundary that needs to be stated on the conventional plan?

If you are intersecting, abutting or paralleling an existing hybrid plan with a conventional plan, you need to 

treat those ECs in the same way as a found monument; however the EC symbol must not be used on a 

conventional plan.  You should use your company’s standard symbol for unmonumented points (e.g. “X” or 

other symbol) and place a note beside it on the body of the plan cross referencing the hybrid plan in the 

format stated in FAQ #32. (i.e. EC point #39 from MSL15XXXX, Plan # 142XXX MS Dated dd/mm/yy). 

Unless the situation warrants otherwise (client preference, likely ambiguity, etc.) there is no requirement to 

replace an existing hybrid corner or boundary with physical monument(s). 

You should mark all other uncommon/non-coincidental points along the common boundaries using the type of 

survey monument as prescribed in the AER/AEP PLAR Tables for the disposition type in question.  

35. If two hybrid cadastre plans are being prepared simultaneously, then how do we show the governing

coordinates on abutting boundaries? What if the order/ priority of registration is not known?

If a practitioner is surveying multiple adjoining dispositions on separate Hybrid Cadastre survey plans, the 

ECs can be used to define the common boundary provided the order/priority of registration is known (see 

FAQ 32 above). Even if the surveyor does not know the disposition plan #, it is acceptable to cross-reference 

with your company job reference identification in the Point Description field (e.g., Point 99, LOC15XXXX, 

PXXX Job# 123456, Signed dd/mm/yy). 

However, if you don’t know the order of registration, then the shared ECs approach will not work. Instead, the 

surveyor can place IPs on the common boundary, showing their locations with derived Observed Coordinates 

(OCs) for each IP on each plan. It is recommended that the surveyor not provide their client with the 

encrypted file until time of submission. 

36. What if an unregistered Hybrid Cadastre plan done by another surveyor was later on revised and eventually

registered? Where do the Hybrid Cadastre plans which cross-referenced to that previously unregistered plan

lie in that case? In this case, how do we show the Establishment Coordinates (EC) in the Table of

Coordinates to avoid any discrepancies that may arise in future?

This situation of two unregistered hybrid plans by different surveyors requires the close coordination of both 

land surveyors in order to avoid conflicting plans being filed that may require plan amendments or 

resubmissions.  In order for this to work, you need to know the priority of filing between the two plans; until the 

first plan is filed the second plan is merely speculating that there has been no revisions to the first plan prior to 

filing the second.  The second plan to be filed would do the following: 

 Show the first plan’s EC’s using their own point sequence (numbers)

 Not show the coordinates of these EC’s in the coordinate table

 Cross reference them in the description column which must show:

o the first plan’s point numbers
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o the Surveyor’s  Permit # (or sole practitioner’s Registration #) (e.g.PXXX)

o their job number

o signing date of Rev

It is important to stress again that coordination between the two surveyors to avoid the risk of resubmission or 

amendment is imperative.  The alternative to this would be one of you planting monuments at those points 

and both show their observed coordinates (OCs). 

37. What is the standard for showing Establishment Coordinates (EC) and Observed Coordinates (OC) from an

existing Hybrid Cadastre plan (rev.0) on an amendment Hybrid Cadastre plan (rev.1)? Should EC from Rev.0

be shown as “Existing EC” in coordinate type column in the Table of Coordinates?

Note: There is a difference between a disposition plan that is being revised through the disposition survey

plan examination (correction) process and a disposition plan that is being revised for the purposes of

amending an existing disposition.  Please be aware of this distinct difference when reviewing the following

response.

Correction letters sent from AER/AEP to the surveyor will result in plan revision(s). Any information or 

coordinates shown on the previous plan(s) during the plan examination process has no relevance to 

subsequent plans. Once the plan is approved, any subsequent change will be deemed as a plan amendment. 

Plans that are active legal documents without discrepancies and need to be amended will follow the example 

below.  The term revision shown as rev.0 and rev.1 is being used in the example for lack of a common 

terminology and should be replaced with the version date in the table of coordinates as it appears on the 

active legal document filed with AER/AEP. 

Since the ECs from an existing plan (rev.0) shall prevail, they must be cross-referenced in the amendment 

plan (rev.1) without inserting their coordinate values.  After field validation, it is acceptable to copy any OCs 

and RCs from the existing plan or replace with a new value provided the new RC does not create any double 

monumentation(s). Stating the obvious, if an EC or RC has already been replaced with an iron post, their OCs 

must be shown instead.  

Notwithstanding the above, while it is mandatory to graphically depict all boundaries undergoing changes in 

faded/phantom line/text on the plan, it is not required to show the coordinates values of the affected 

boundaries in the table of coordinates.  

The amended plan (rev.1) shall have an independent incremental point identifier series duly cross referenced 

to existing plan (rev.0) in the Point Description field, as appropriate.  

Example:  

Existing disposition (rev.0) is described by points 1 through 6. 

Rev.0 - July XX, 2017 

1 

6 5 

4 3 

2 

MSL15XXXX, Plan 

142XXX
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The amended plan (rev.1) intends to change the northern extent of the disposition (rev.0); the affected 

boundaries being 3-4, 4-5, and 5-6, will be shown with faded/phantom line/text without reflecting their 

coordinate values in the Table of Coordinates.  Note #3 and #6 are also monuments used in defining the east 

and west boundary of the existing disposition. As such, they will be reflected in the table. Amended plan 

(rev.1) will have an independent incremental point series that may or may not match with the existing plan 

(rev.0).   

Point 

Number 
Northing Easting 

Coordinate 

Type 
Point Description 

1  Leave blank  Leave blank EC 
MSL15XXXX, Plan # 142XXX Point 

1, Rev, 0 July X, 20XX  

2 63XXXXX.XX 40XXXX.XX OC Fd I (optional Plan xxxx) 

3 63XXXXX.XX 40XXXX.XX RC 

MSL15XXXX, Plan # 142XXX 

Accepted Point 3, Rev, 0 July X, 

20XX 

4 63XXXXX.XX 40XXXX.XX EC New lease corner MSL15XXXX 

5 63XXXXX.XX 40XXXX.XX EC New lease corner MSL15XXXX 

6 63XXXXX.XX 40XXXX.XX EC New lease corner MSL15XXXX 

7 63XXXXX.XX 40XXXX.XX EC New lease corner MSL15XXXX 

8  Leave blank  Leave blank EC 
MSL15XXXX, Plan # 142XXX Point 

6, Rev.0 July X, 20XX 

Rev. 1 – August XX, 2017 

1 

6 

3 

2 

4 5 
8 

7 

MSL15XXXX 
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38. How can we show/ classify the Establishment Coordinates, Observed Coordinates and Re-establishment

Coordinates on Hybrid Cadastre plans? Which symbol should be used for each coordinate type? Are there

separate symbols for showing and splitting previously established coordinated positions from the newly

established coordinated positions?

According to section 5.2 of the HCS, the abbreviations permitted for showing Establishment Coordinates, 

Observed Coordinates and Re-establishment Coordinates on the body of the plan and in the plan legend are 

EC, OC and RC respectively. See the table in section 5.2 of the HCS for a complete list of abbreviations and 

symbols permitted under Hybrid Cadastre. 

There are no separate symbols for showing and splitting previously established coordinated (EC) positions 

from the newly established coordinated (EC) positions. 

39. What is the standard for putting Establishment Coordinates (EC) on a boundary that exceeds 1000m before it

reaches a deflection or intersection? What if, the boundary is abutting another disposition or paralleling an

existing disposition?

According to the HCS, there are no specific rules regarding distance (spacing) between Establishment 

Coordinate (EC) points. However, in this matter land surveyors are expected to follow standard practice. 

If there is a good operational reason for placing more than just two ECs on a 1000 m boundary, it should be 

done. Certainly, the placement of additional ECs is not an onerous task and may make things easier in the 

future should physical monumentation come into play.  

The key in doing Hybrid Cadastre survey plans is that while there are specific technical differences in how 

Hybrid Cadastre surveys are carried out, standard practice and requirements as outlined in the ALSA MSP, 

Surveys Act, etc. remain in effect unless stated otherwise. 

40. In the Hybrid Cadastre regime, when establishing a point on a (assuming N ¼) blind line, should it be

classified as an Establishment Coordinate (EC) or a Re-establishment Coordinate (RC)?

Placing a point on blind line is no different than placing a point on any surveyed line. However, if the Hybrid 

Cadastre survey plan boundary happens to coincide with the N ¼ on the blind line, an IP must be placed if 

able to do so. If not, a note is to be placed on the body of the plan outlining the reason(s) why. In accordance 

with section 3.3, placing iron posts at the locations defined within Part 2 of the Surveys Acts is mandatory.    

41. Is it a requirement to run a static session on each geo-reference point directly?  Instead would it be

acceptable to log data to a temporary point (such as a placed spike that won’t be shown on the survey), and

determine the CSRS UTM coordinates of that point, but show two found pins connected through RTK ties to

that point?

The HCS do not specify that the geo-reference points need to be static observations.  They only need to meet 

the accuracy specification stated in section 4.2 of the HCS.  How a surveyor achieves this is a matter of field 

and office procedures.  From a practical perspective, the characteristics of a good RP are not necessarily the 

same as for a good base station.   

42. Can RC from previous Hybrid Cadastre plans be used in subsequent Hybrid Cadastre plans?
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In accordance with section 3.5 of the HCS, due diligence must be exercised when deciding whether to accept 

a previously re-established coordinate from another surveyor. If you disagree with the coordinates, it follows 

the concept of conflicting evidence in section C5.5 of the ALSA MSP.  If you accept that coordinate, use the 

same symbol and acronym as the previous plan, show those coordinates in the table and cross-reference the 

original point number and plan in the description column. For example - “accepted RC point X, plan ____ 

dated ______”. 

43. Is it required to put the notation “Fd. No Mark, Left No Mark” on a Hybrid Cadastre survey plan when the point

is an RC?

No, surveyors are not required to use the notation “Fd. No Mark, Left No Mark” when the Hybrid Cadastre 

point is an RC. Use of the coordinate type RC implies that no mark was found at that particular location, 

although the statement may be used. 

Intersections 

44. I have a situation whereby above ground infrastructure has been built within a block MSL that spans multiple

sections and townships. The infrastructure comprises roads, power lines, above ground pipe racks etc. that

are contained within the block MSL and there are no corresponding plans associated with the infrastructure.

Is there a requirement to define the limits of the infrastructure for the purposes of making an intersection in

this particular case?

The Surveys Act doesn’t require each individual infrastructure to be identified with surveyed boundaries. 

There is no other requirement in place where the surveyor has to define the limits of above ground 

infrastructure in order to survey intersections. Intersections under the Surveys Act and HCS are to be made 

with surveyed boundaries and not with infrastructure limits. Therefore, intersections shall be made with the 

block MSL boundaries which cover the entire above ground infrastructure. 

45. Consider the case where a well licensing plan exists within a block MSL. The licensing plan has no

associated interest (no MSL number as it is within the block MSL) but the plan shows iron bars around the

proposed lease corners. Sec. 5.12 (5.14 of HCS v2.0) makes no reference to whether intersections are only

required for boundaries that convey an interest in the land. Are intersections required in this case?

At this time, AER is not accepting Hybrid Cadastre survey plans for well licensing applications under Directive 

56. 

Of note, pursuant to the Surveys Act and section 5.14 of HCS, intersections are to be made with surveyed 

boundaries. See FAQ 27 above for further information on intersections. 

46. With respect to descriptions on evidence re-establishments, is it okay to put the re-establishment description

only in the table of coordinates, or only on the plan, or do the descriptions need to be in both places?

If the description does not clutter the plan, it’s ok to put it on the body and/or detail as well as the table as long 

as it is consistent with the table.  However, only the full description needs to be in the table. 

47. A hybrid plan is a survey plan that can be used to apply for a public land disposition.  What I haven’t been

able to find is documentation on whether or not an as-built plan or a statutory declaration is then required and

at what period in time after construction it would be required?
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Just as with a plan of survey, if your client applies for a short-term disposition with a hybrid plan, they must 

submit a statutory declaration or plan of survey (or hybrid plan) for the long term disposition. For further 

information, see: 

 Public Land Administration Regulation - AER/AEP PLAR Tables

48. Sec. 5.12 (5.14 of HCS v2.0) of Hybrid Cadastre Standards states, in part, “Previously surveyed boundaries

defined by iron spikes …….. etc., shall be intersected”.  Does this mean that survey plans, with iron spikes not

placed on a boundary, don’t have to be intersected? For example – if a road was surveyed with spikes along

the centerline, and the spikes are not on the access road boundary, do we need to establish and intersect the

centerline of road?

The intent of intersecting is to comply with the Surveys Act, which requires an intersection of a surveyed 

boundary line. The offset spikes define the boundaries of the LOC in this case. Unless you are able to find the 

spikes, you should re-establish the boundaries of the LOC in accordance with Part D, section 5.10 of the MSP 

and intersect with your survey using either an iron post or an EC. Typically, in the absence of better evidence 

this would include placing RC’s on the centreline (with respect to the spikes if not found) at the nearest 

deflection points on either side of the intersection and an EC at the intersection of the LOC boundary and your 

survey. 

49. Can I use the geo-reference points shown on previously registered plans (provided I can validate their

closure) to establish my position/coordinates on subsequent plans?

Yes, you can use geo-reference points shown on previous Hybrid Cadastre survey plans provided you 

validate the points. If your validation shows the previous plan’s coordinates meet the accuracy requirements, 

then you can use the previous values. Conversely, if you find that the coordinates fall outside accuracy values 

as stated within the Standards, then use your values and as a professional obligation, inform the other 

surveyor(s) about this discrepancy.  

50. Can we prepare a Hybrid Cadastre plan if the project is in both Crown and Freehold land?

Hybrid Cadastre survey plans are not currently acceptable at Land Titles Office (LTO) for registration as they

don’t fit under the mandate of the Land Titles Act.

Curvilinear Boundaries 

51. How are curves defined in the Hybrid Cadastre?

The Surveys Act requires curves to have constant radius and monumented at the beginning and end of curve.  

Accordingly, for establishing a new curve, a conventional survey plan must show the length of the curve, its 

radius, and the central angle. Chord length and bearing with length of sub-tangents may also be shown but 

not essential (see section D 1.4 of the ALSA MSP).  In the hybrid cadastre, the ‘constant radius’ is 

characterised by constraining the curve through three points.  Resolving a three point curve may be intuitive 

in a mapping environment, but it is neither convenient nor customary in the field survey. Accordingly, section 

5.12 of the HCS requires showing curve parameters such as radius, delta, arc-length etc. on the plan. 

Re-establishing a previously surveyed curve in the hybrid regime is identical to a conventional survey.  The 

radius shown on the original plan of survey and the position of original monuments shall be held. The chord or 

radial bearing should be shown on the plan (see section C 5.11 of the ALSA MSP). Since you are not 

http://aep.alberta.ca/land/public-lands-administration-regulation/default.aspx
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establishing a curve, one would seldom expect PCs or PTs on an existing curve; instead there will be OCs 

and RCs along the re-established curve.  The plan will show the radial bearing at each of the transition points 

on the curve (beginning, end, change in radius etc.); use of chord bearings is discouraged.   An EC along an 

existing curve is an indication of an intersection or termination of a new Hybrid boundary. 

52. Why are curves defined by three points in hybrid? Why deviate from conventional practice of showing

monuments at the beginning and end of curve, its radius, and bearing etc.?

Rather than a survey issue, this is more of a data management challenge.  In the GIS world, the graphic 

primitives are points, lines and polygons.  Lines can be defined by connecting  points and polygons are 

created by connecting lines.  Mathematically, a uniquely defined line will have a point of beginning (origin), a 

length (distance) and a direction (bearing) or simply put coordinates, distances and angles.  Logically, the 

distances and angles can be generated from coordinates. Rather than adopting a brute force approach in 

storing coordinates, distances and angles, the future online coordinate database will avoid data redundancy; 

we will use coordinates as our primitive data structure.  A curve is uniquely defined by constraining it through 

three points, so a three point curve is our preferred solution. In addition, the Hybrid Cadastre survey plan will 

continue to show traditional curve information. 

53. What are PCs and PTs?

To avoid ambiguity between “end of curve” and “establishment coordinate” (i.e., EC), we do not use BC and 

EC in those contexts for hybrid cadastre survey plans; instead we use the terms Point on Curve (PC) and 

Point on Tangent (PT).  

A PC is a type of EC that denotes that the boundary is not rectilinear. It may be used at the start and end of 

the curve if they are not tangential. You need to show a PC somewhere along the curve; it can be placed near 

the midpoint if there is no logical reason to show it elsewhere.  

A PT is a type of PC (and therefore EC) that denotes that the curve is tangential to its adjoining segment. It is 

typically used at the beginning and end of the curve.  

Any other point along the curve is an EC to avoid over-constraining the curve. Any new point where a new 

boundary intersects an existing curvilinear boundary will be an EC. 

54. What do I need to show for curvilinear information on the body of the plan and in the Table of Coordinates?

On the main body of the plan, show the EC symbol for all PC’s, PT’s and other points along the curve.  

Dimension the curve with the radius, delta angles and arc lengths.  Do not show the curve centre, but show a 

light dashed line towards the curve centre. If it is a re-established curve, show the radial bearing along the 

dashed line. 

In the Table of Coordinates, show the point number and coordinates for the PCs, PTs and other points along 

the curve; labelling them as such in the coordinate type column.  Any other point along the curve is an EC.  In 

the Point Description column, you can describe exactly what is happening at that point for clarity (i.e., “Point 

on Curve - on MSL XXXXXX boundary”). Do not provide coordinates for the curve centre. 

55. Under the Hybrid Cadastre regime, how do we re-establish existing curves? What coordinate type and

information needs to be shown if original monuments on the curve are lost? Can we use PC and PT as

coordinate type on existing curves where original monuments are all lost?
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Re-establishment of curves that form a boundary (or boundaries) of a disposition within the Hybrid Cadastre 

regime is undertaken no differently than what is currently done for a conventionally surveyed disposition. 

Where the original monuments are lost, then they could to be defined using RC or placing IP depicting its 

OCs.  PC and PT coordinate types cannot be used since they are used to define governing coordinates. RC 

coordinated points are only the surveyor’s opinion as to the location of the original monuments, but do not 

govern those locations. 

Natural Boundaries 

56. Under Hybrid Cadastre, what are the requirements to show natural boundaries? What coordinate type,

abbreviation and symbol can be used to show the bank locations at the time of survey? Can EC’s be used to

show a riparian boundary?

Refer to sections 2.4, 3.6, 5.2 and 5.7 HCS. 

57. How do I handle a situation where a disposition boundary is intended to be offset from a natural boundary (a

bank for example) where that disposition boundary changes with the natural boundary?

To address issues where a disposition boundary is offset from a natural boundary, please contact the Director 

of Surveys Office. 

58. Appendix B statutory declaration was filed with DOS office stating that point 3 EC has been replaced with an

IP. What should be the correct way of showing the IP at point 3 position in the subsequent plan? Shall it be

shown as a Pl.I or a Fd.I?

Do not show it as a Pl.I in the subsequent plan. This may cause a double monumentation situation because 

the IP was placed pursuant to Appendix B statutory declaration and should be shown as a Fd.I in the 

subsequent plan (not as Pl.I) and its OC reflected in the Table of Coordinates.  

A survey plan can never replace an existing EC; any attempt to do so would amount to double 

monumentation. This rule ensures the integrity of the database. Appendix B results into updating database 

which would trigger a change in governing status. Without this rule, it would be impossible to track changes to 

EC status. Once a monument is placed in field, unless Appendix B is filed, this is either a monument of 

unknown origin, or a double monumentation. As soon as appendix B is filed, both these questions are 

answered. For the purpose of a plan, this monument now (after filing the Appendix B) becomes a found iron 

post, and not a planted iron post. 
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Appendix B – Statutory Declaration for Monumenting Hybrid Cadastre 


Establishment Coordinate Positions 


 


    I,                , Alberta Land Surveyor, solemnly declare 


i) that the monument(s) placed by me at each Establishment Coordinate position were 


placed under my personal supervision between the dates of     and


                                                ; 


 


ii) that the survey was made in accordance with good surveying practices; 


 


iii) that I replaced the following Establishment Coordinate point(s) with monument(s) on the 


ground affecting disposition #                     , plan #           , version date                  , 


in accordance with the Hybrid Cadastre Standards document. 


 


(Note: If required, please append a separate listing of the Establishment Coordinate points.) 


 


iv) and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing 


that it is of the same force and effect as if made under oath. 


 


 


 


Declared before me at                                                                                                            


this        day of   20         .    Alberta Land Surveyor 


 


 


 


Commissioner for Oaths 


in and for Alberta 


Commission expires on                                  , 20         . 


    


  











